Something I Never Had

Readers Please Note- This is a short story
of approximately 6,492 words. If you do
not enjoy short stories you may want to
bypass this purchase.Thanks Something I
Never had is part of the F**K Sex
Anthology by Candace Mumford,Json M.
Lee and Deidra DS Green. Tanya Wright,
a young woman who at 26 has been
through, what seems to her, a lifetime of
bad relationship choices. After ending a
three year relationship, Tanya takes a
much-needed break to find herself and
contemplate what exactly it is she wants in
a relationship. The best way she can sum it
up is she wants something shes never had
before. Now Tanya is left with the task of
explaining to a budding new love, Damien
Brown, how he can give her exactly that.
Great sex isnt on the list. Shes had plenty
of that before and still ended up in a bad
relationships. Tanya wants something shes
never had - a mans complete heart.
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